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A novel threshold photoelectron-photoion coincidence �TPEPICO� imaging spectrometer at the
U14-A beamline of the Hefei National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory is presented. A set of open
electron and ion lenses are utilized to map velocity imaging of photoelectrons and photoions
simultaneously, in which a repelling electric field using an extra lens is applied to magnify images
of photoelectrons instead of traditional accelerating electric field in order to suppress the
contribution of energetic electrons in the threshold photoelectron spectroscopy �TPES� and the
mass-selected TPEPICO spectroscopy. The typical energy resolution of TPES is measured to be
9 meV �full width at half maximum�, as shown on the 2P1/2 ionization of argon. The measured mass
resolving power for the present TPEPICO imaging spectrometer is above 900 of M /�M.
Subsequently as a benchmark, oxygen molecule is photoionized by monochromatic synchrotron
radiation at 20.298 eV and dissociates to an oxygen atomic ion and a neutral oxygen atom, and the
translation energy distribution of oxygen atomic ion is measured by the time-sliced imaging based
on mass-selected TPEPICO experiment. The kinetic energy resolution of the present ion velocity
imaging is better than 3% of �E /E. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3250872�

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoionization dynamics of gaseous molecules have
been investigated for more than half a century as a basic and
common photon-matter process in nature, and its understand-
ing is of fundamental importance to physics, chemistry, and
biology. In order to ionize a molecule using a single photon
in laboratory, short wavelength light sources such as dis-
charge lamps, vacuum ultraviolet �VUV� laser, and synchro-
tron radiation �SR� are necessary, as most molecules have the
ionization energies �IE� of about 10 eV in the VUV photon
energy range. Among all the VUV light sources, SR has
special advantages like wide and tunable wavelength range,
and hence it is believed to be a favorable light source for
investigation of photoionization dynamics of molecules.
Therefore, a lot of experimental investigations of molecular
photoionization have been performed using SR.1–8

Photoelectron-photoion coincidence �PEPICO� spectros-
copy is a powerful approach to prepare and analyze the state-
selected ions, and has been applied for a long history.9–12 The
principle of PEPICO is that when a molecule is photoion-
ized, the internal energy of ion is related with the kinetic
energy of photoelectron from the energy conservation.13

Based on differences of light sources and kinetic energies of
the detected electrons, two types of PEPICO spectroscopy
have been developed in laboratory: �a� a fixed energy light

source is used and the ions are measured in coincidence with
energy-selected electrons by a dispersive energy analyzer;9,10

�b� a variable energy light source is employed and only ini-
tially zero energy photoelectrons, so-called threshold photo-
electrons, are detected in coincidence with the ions, which is
often defined as threshold PEPICO �TPEPICO�.12–17 As
TPEPICO technique has the virtues of much higher collec-
tion efficiency and higher energy resolution for threshold
electrons, it is believed to be a more applicable tool to study
photoionization of molecules. Furthermore, when energy of
parent ion is above the dissociation limit and a rapid disso-
ciative photoionization �DPI� process happens, a lot of infor-
mation about molecular photoionization and DPI dynamics,
like IE, dissociation limit, appearance energy, heat of forma-
tion, and kinetic energy released �KER� from the state-
selected parent ions, can be obtained through the TPEPICO
experiments.1–4,13–19

However, the major disadvantage in TPEPICO measure-
ment is the contamination of the collected threshold electron
by energetic electrons, which are difficult to fully distinguish
from the true threshold electrons. To select the threshold
electrons from all, the simplest way is to use a steradiancy
analyzer which consists of a drift tube with a small
aperture.20,21 However, it is impossible to fully eliminate the
contamination by using this approach, since those energetic
electrons with initial velocity vectors along the direction of
detector will be collected regardless of their energy.13 An-
other two approaches have been performed to select thresh-
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old electrons by using an achromatic extraction lens or a
penetrating field followed by a dispersive analyzer.22–24

Since the SR photoionization region is much larger than that
the analyzer generally requires, the voltage drop in the re-
gion causes a larger energy range of the produced electrons
than the expected resolution of several meV. Moreover, it has
another serious disadvantage of a low collection efficiency of
threshold electrons, and thus the dispersive analyzer has been
seldom used in SR-based TPEPICO experiments. When a
pulsed light source like SR operated in single bunch mode is
used, energetic electrons can be effectively suppressed with
the selection of true threshold electrons based on electron
time of flight �TOF�.25–27 Weitzel and Guthe combined
pulsed field ionization �PFI� and single bunch SR to detect
threshold electrons, and got a high resolution PFI photoelec-
tron spectrum.28 However, single bunch operation of modern
SR is not a practical application of the beam current and thus
tends to be discouraged. An ingenious PFI-PEPICO tech-
nique using the multibunch SR has been developed by Ng
and co-workers17,29,30 using PFI at the Advanced Light
Source. Molecules which have been excited by quasicontinu-
ous SR to the high-n Rydberg states are field-ionized by the
application of a small pulse field �0.5 V/cm�. A dark gap of
the SR, about 100 ns, permits sufficient time to pulsed push
electrons out of ionization region, and thus threshold elec-
trons can be efficiently discriminated from energetic elec-
trons by different flight times. Although this approach pro-
vides a very high electron energy resolution of 0.1 meV, the
PFI-PEPICO has inherent disadvantages of low signal level
and structured background in mass spectra due to the pulsed
extraction electric field.

In previous TPEPICO experiments, a low electric field to
collect electrons is necessary to reduce the contamination of
energetic electrons and achieve high electron energy reso-
lution, and thus a problem happens to impede achieving
good mass resolution of ions, as good mass resolution re-
quires high electric field. Therefore, an important factor to
restrict previous TPEPICO studies is the difficult simulta-
neous optimization of the electron energy resolution and the
ion TOF mass resolution when using a same extraction elec-
tric field. A new TPEPICO experimental method is welcome,
if it can simultaneously increase the signal level of threshold
electrons, suppress the energetic electrons and provide a sat-
isfied mass resolution of ions.

Baer and co-workers18,31,32 have reported a significant
improvement in collection efficiency and energy resolution
of threshold electrons by applying velocity map imaging
�VMI� technique in TPEPICO experiments. In VMI, all
charged particles with the same momentum will be focused
onto almost same spot on the detector, even if they are gen-
erated at different spatial positions usually covering several
millimeters.33–35 The collection solid angle of charged par-
ticles can be increased to almost 4� sr with such designed
velocity imaging optics, and the measured kinetic energy
range of charged particles can be extended greatly. However,
the energetic electrons with initial velocity vectors along the
direction of detector do not change flying trajectories in VMI
and will be collected mistakenly as threshold electrons. In
order to get a high energy resolution for threshold electron,

both the center �threshold electrons and those energetic elec-
trons with initial velocity vectors along the direction of de-
tector� and off-axis �energetic electrons with perpendicular
velocity components� electrons through VMI have been de-
tected simultaneously in the experiments of Baer et al., and
then the true threshold photoelectron signals can be obtained
by subtracting the off-axis signals from the center ones.18,32

More recently, Garcia et al.36 and Bodi et al.37 have respec-
tively applied the VMI of electrons to their SR-based
TPEPICO experiments. Using a similar subtraction way,
Garcia et al.36 have acquired the superhigh energy resolution
of 0.8 meV in TPE spectroscopy �TPES�. Bodi et al.37 have
improved the recording rate of TPES to over 100 kHz with a
triggerless multiple-start/multiple-stop measurement mode.
Subsequently, they have performed the DPI investigations of
several molecules by combining with a linear TOF mass
spectrometer to detect ions.36,37

Among previous TPEPICO experiments, a linear or re-
flectron TOF mass spectrometer has been generally em-
ployed to detect ions. When a DPI process exists, the KER
distribution �KERD� of fragment ions can be obtained from
the simulation of TOF profile,4,19,38,39 but the results usually
do not have sufficient energy resolution and angular distribu-
tion information. In contrast to the TOF technique, VMI of
ions can simultaneously provide a better momentum reso-
lution and information of angular distribution. Thus, we have
applied the VMI to both photoelectrons and photoions in
present TPEPICO spectrometer. Briefly, a moderate extrac-
tion electric field of TOF is used to facilitate the high trans-
mission of both electrons and ions, in which a repelling elec-
tric field is utilized to magnify images of electrons in order to
suppress the contamination of energetic electrons. In addi-
tion, a delicate VMI design is performed to measure the spa-
tial and angular distribution of fragment ions. Therefore, this
novel SR-based TPEPICO spectrometer with double velocity
imaging is especially powerful to study DPI dynamics of
molecules, besides that, TPES and TPEPICO spectra of mol-
ecules can be performed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Light source

SR from an undulator-based U14-A beamline of
800 MeV electron storage ring at the National Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory, Hefei, China, is dispersed with a
6 m length monochromator, which is equipped with
three gratings �370, 740, and 1250 grooves mm−1, Horiba
Jobin Yvon�. Three gratings cover the photon energy
from 7.5 to 22.5 eV for 370 grooves mm−1, 15 to 45 eV
for 740 grooves mm−1, and 36 to 124 eV for
1250 grooves mm−1, respectively. In the following experi-
ments, only 370 grooves mm−1 grating is used and its en-
ergy resolving power �E /�E� is above 2000 when the widths
of the entrance and exit slits are adjusted to 80 �m. For
instance, the energy resolution of photons at 15.9 eV is mea-
sured to be 6 meV �full width at half maximum �FWHM��,7

and the average photon flux is about 2.0�1012 photons s−1.
The absolute wavelength of monochromator was precisely
calibrated with the known IEs of inert gases.
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A gas filter filled with neon is mounted in front of our
apparatus to eliminate higher order harmonic radiation of
undulator. A silicon photodiode �SXUV-100, International
Radiation Detectors Inc.� is used to monitor the photon flux
for normalizing electron and ion signals.

B. Apparatus and molecular beam

A typical dual TOF mass spectrometer is the basic struc-
ture of our apparatus. In Fig. 1, we show a geometric sche-
matic diagram of the whole experimental apparatus. The ap-
paratus consists of two chambers, a source chamber and a
detection chamber with the TPEPICO imaging mass spec-
trometer. Two chambers are separated by a 0.5 mm diameter
skimmer �Beam Dynamics�. To avoid contamination from
the vacuum system, oil-free pumps are used in the whole
apparatus. The source chamber has a 1800 l/s turbo molecu-
lar pump �KYKY, FF-250/1800�, and the detection chamber
is pumped by a 1600 l/s turbo molecular pump �Leybold,
T1600�. All turbo pumps are backed by a 253 m3 h−1 roots
pump �Leybold, WA251� and a dry pump. The whole cham-
ber, TOF tubes and electrodes are made of nonmagnetic
stainless. All electrodes and TOF tubes in the spectrometer
are magnetic shielded by a 1 mm thick �-metal tube, to
reduce the effect from the stray magnetic fields around.

A continuous supersonic molecular beam �MB� is gener-
ated through a homemade 30 �m diameter aperture, and the
skimmer is positioned at 25 mm downstream from the
nozzle. The typical backing pressure behind the nozzle is
1.2�105 Pa. The pressures of the two chambers are less
than 1�10−5 Pa with the MB off, while they will be respec-
tively increased to 2�10−3 and 4�10−5 Pa with the MB on.
The MB is perpendicularly crossed by SR at about 100 mm
downstream from the nozzle. As a result, the width of MB
crossing with SR is estimated to be 3 mm along the direction
of light propagation. As the size of the incoming SR is about
1�4 mm2 in photoionization region due to the restriction of
an entrance slit, all charged particles are expected to generate
within a volume of 1�3�4 mm3.

C. VMI for electrons and ions

Molecules are photoionized in the right crossing region
of MB and SR, and the produced electrons and ions are
pushed apart by a dc extraction electric field. A 1 mm diam-
eter aperture is located at the end of electron drift tube to
pass threshold electrons. In Fig. 2�a�, a geometric diagram of
the velocity focusing optics is shown. The trajectories of
electrons and ions have been simulated with the SIMION 3D

VER.7.0 program �Scientific Instrument Services, Inc.�, and
the potentials of all electrodes have been obtained to gener-
ate a satisfied ion optics and are presented in Fig. 2�a�. A
total of 25 circular plates �outer diameter 70 mm, 1 mm
thick� are utilized to generate a homogeneous electrostatic
field, which are linked with precision resistors to divide the
voltages, and velocity focusing is achieved simultaneously
for both electrons and ions in two opposite directions. It
should be mentioned that all lenses and two TOF tubes are
fixed together with four Ti alloy shores symmetrically lo-
cated close to the outer edges of electrode plates, and ad-
justed very carefully to keep all electrodes and tubes ho-
mocentric. The two repeller electrodes of ionization region
are separated by aluminum oxide spacers of 12 mm length,
while the spacers between the other extractor electrodes are
6 mm. As mentioned above, a low extraction field is gener-
ally required for good electron energy resolution in TPES,
while high collection efficiency for ions needs a strong ex-
traction field. This contradiction causes a balance for us to
choose a moderate extraction field, which is typically
15 V cm−1 as 18 V difference on 12 mm length shown in
Fig. 2�a�, and this extraction field will be used in the follow-
ing sections unless otherwise noted. At the 15 V cm−1 ex-
traction field, the electrostatic potential of ionization region
is kept to be ground, and the drift tubes of electron and ion
are of +18 and –514 V, respectively. In order to maintain
enough response efficiency of electron detector,40 the incom-
ing surface of micro-channel plates �MCP� is set on a poten-
tial of +300 V. Similarly, the 1800 eV impact energy for
ions is obtained after passing through a grid at the end of ion
drift tube to guarantee response efficiency of ion detector.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic diagram of TPEPICO imaging spectrom-
eter. The apparatus consists of two chambers, one is a supersonic MB cham-
ber and the other is the detection chamber with the TPEPICO imaging
spectrometer. The polarization of SR noted as � is along the horizontal
direction.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Geometric diagram of the velocity focusing optics
and dual TOF tubes in present TPEPICO imaging spectrometer; �b� simu-
lated trajectories of the threshold �in blue� and 50 meV �in red� energetic
electrons; �c� simulated trajectories of ions with zero �in black�, 0.3 eV
�in blue�, and 0.8 eV �in red� kinetic energy. In all simulations above, the
extraction field is 15 V cm−1.
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The overall flight lengths for electrons and ions from ioniza-
tion region to each detector are 250 and 380 mm, respec-
tively.

Compared with previous experimental
apparatus,3,4,16–19,36,37 four special designs have been applied
to the present TPEPICO imaging spectrometer in order to
obtain a high energy resolution of electrons, double velocity
imaging effects for both electrons and ions, and the improve-
ment of coincidence efficiency. First, a repelling electric field
involving an extra electrode is applied to magnify the images
of electrons. Generally, an accelerating field is used in VMI
of electrons, so electrons will reach the detector in several
ten nanoseconds. In this case, energetic electrons only ex-
pend a little bit and many of them can pass through the
aperture in front of the detector and be recorded mistakenly
as threshold electrons, which will generate fake structures in
TPES and cause the large false coincidence in TPEPICO
experiments. Here, an extra electrode is located behind the
three-electrode structure of VMI to constitute a repelling
electric field, which will prolong the arrival time of electrons
to about 120 ns and thereby magnify the electron images.
The function of this deigned extra electrode is similar to the
magnifying lens described in Ref. 41. The detailed potentials
of this repelling sequence are presented in Fig. 2�a�. As
shown in Fig. 2�b�, all threshold electrons produced in the
ionization region �1�3�4 mm3� are collected into the
1 mm diameter aperture at the end of drift tube through a
sequence of accelerating then decelerating processes, while
energetic electron clouds expand much more. As a result,
only a few energetic electrons ��3%� with initial velocity
vectors along the TOF axis will pass through the aperture
and induce the false coincidence events. In order to clearly
exhibit advantage of the repelling field, a typical accelerating
field and the present repelling field have been simulated, re-
spectively, and compared within our TOF geometry using
Simion program. At the same extraction field of 15 V cm−1,
electrons with 50 meV initial kinetic energy perpendicular to
the TOF axis are focused to a ring of radius 7.8 mm on the
detector with the accelerating field, while they are projected
into a radius 11.3 mm ring with the present repelling field.
Obviously, the ratio of the energetic electrons passing
through the aperture can be reduced significantly when using
the repelling field. Furthermore, to compare with the previ-
ous study,31 ring radiuses of the focusing images of energetic

electrons with 10, 20, 30, and 50 meV kinetic energies are
summarized in Table I. The ratios of energetic electrons pass-
ing through the aperture from our simulations are listed as
well. In Table I, ring radiuses of images in Baer’s results are
read approximately from Fig. 2 in Ref. 31, where the extrac-
tion field of TOF is of 20 V cm−1. As indicated in Table I,
the energetic electron cloud in present spectrometer expands
much bigger than that in Ref. 31.

Second, VMI has been employed on both electrons and
ions. When photon energy exceeds dissociation limits of ion,
DPI process of molecule will probably happen. Among pre-
vious TPEPICO experiments,3,4,16–19,36,37 a linear TOF mass
spectrometer has been combined to detect ions. The KERD
of fragment ion can be derived from simulation of the spread
shape of corresponding TOF mass peak.4,19,38,39 However the
KERD obtained from the method is characterized by an en-
ergy resolution which varies inversely with the release en-
ergy, and thus it is very difficult to get precise internal energy
distribution of fragments.13 In the present TPEPICO spec-
trometer, we have applied VMI technique on both electrons
and ions. VMI of electrons can improve the collection effi-
ciency and energy resolution of threshold electrons, while
VMI of ions has an ability of probing the full three-
dimensional �3D� velocity distribution of ions, in contrast to
the conventional TOF method. Moreover, since VMI has a
better energy resolution and angular distribution, more infor-
mation like internal energy distribution and vector correla-
tions can be revealed as well.

Third, all electrodes are totally open without any grids.
Generally, grids are used in TOF mass spectrometer to
achieve a high mass resolution, and even in the most recent
imaging TPEPICO spectrometers grids are still used in the
TOF of ion portion.36,37 In the recent experiments,36,37 VMI
is only applied to analyze photoelectrons, and the energy
resolution of TPES after subtracting contribution from ener-
getic electrons is improved. However, when the spectrom-
eters are utilized for TPEPICO experiments, ions will be
scattered by grids on the flight ways and thus the coincidence
efficiency will be reduced. The more serious demerit of using
grids in imaging experiment is that grids will distort the ion
trajectories, and hence the kinetic energy resolution of ion
will be decreased significantly. In order to discard grids in
the present spectrometer, a precise simulation has been per-
formed with all open electrodes to obtain VMI for both elec-

TABLE I. Ratios of hot electrons with different kinetic energies simulated in present spectrometer with the repelling field, where the 20 V cm−1 and
15 V cm−1 extraction fields are applied, respectively. The corresponding data of previous results in Ref. 31 are involved as well. �Radiuses are obtained by
simulation with SIMION 3D program.�

Ionization region /mm3
Kinetic energy of

electron/meV

Maximal radius of velocity imaging on detector/mm

Ratio of detected hot electrons of
the present spectrometerbRef. 31a

Present

20 V cm−1 15 V cm−1

1�3�4 10 2.1 4.5 5.3 6.3%
20 2.8 6.3 7.3 4.4%
30 3.5 7.7 8.8 3.6%
50 ¯ 9.8 11.3 2.8%

aData are read from Fig. 2 in Ref. 31, where the extraction electric field is 20 V cm−1.
bData are computed at the extraction field of 15 V cm−1.
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trons and ions simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 2�c�, all ions
with the same initial momentum produced at different posi-
tions of ionization region are focused onto the same point of
surface of ion detector. The simulated kinetic energy reso-
lution of ions is about 2.5% of �E /E.

Moreover, a set of stainless rings connected with the
corresponding plates are used to block the surrounding elec-
tric field. The similar design has been employed in previous
slow electron imaging, where these rings have been proved
to improve the quality of the electric fields between the
electrodes.42 As our simulation shows, the ion cloud expands
much when flying toward detector at moderate extraction
field, especially for the ions with high kinetic energy. Their
trajectories are somewhat close to the inner edges of elec-
trodes, as shown in Fig. 2�c�. If the four Ti alloy shores have
a large potential difference from the electrodes, the potential
contour will change dramatically in the nearby region of in-
ner edge of electrodes, and hence the observed ion imaging
will be distorted. In order to avoid this distortion, a set of
stainless rings connected with the corresponding plates are
used to shield the outer potential, as shown in Fig. 2�a�.

D. Single-start/multiple-stop data acquisition
mode

Photoionization events are recorded in our experiments
with a special counting mode named “single-start/multiple-
stop �SM� data acquisition,”43 in which the electrons passing
the central aperture at the end of electron drift tube provide
start signals for measuring TOFs of ions, and a counter
�FAST Comtec, Germany, P7888� records relative time of
every “stop” ion signals. An important benefit of the P7888
counter is that it automatically neglects any new start signals
and records all ion stop signals during the selected time
range. Thus, signals of true coincident ions are augmented at
a certain range of flight time, while the false coincident ions
distributed randomly. The random distribution of false coin-
cident ions seems opposite to the conclusion of Bodi et al.43

that the false coincidence background is not uniform in the
SM spectra. However, as shown in mass spectrum of Xe+

�Fig. 4�, the false coincidence ions are observed to distribute
randomly �uniform� even though the collection efficiencies
are relatively high. The seeming disagreement between our
observations and Bodi et al.’s simulation should originate
from the ionization frequencies, since false coincidence
background depends on ionization frequency and collection
efficiencies.43 In our experiments, the photon flux is manu-
ally decreased to maintain an average ionization event fre-
quency of less than 1 kHz, and thus the time interval be-
tween two ionization events is more than 1000 �s, while in
Bodi et al.’s simulation, the ionization event frequency was
assumed to be 1000 kHz. Since in our experiments the flight
times of electrons and ions are about 120 ns and 20 �s �e.g.,
15 �s for Ar+, �23 �s for Xe+�, respectively, we can en-
sure that the measured mass spectrum mostly comes from
single ionization event, in other words, almost only one ion-
ization event happens in each data acquisition cycle.

The ions are focused through VMI onto the surface of
MCPs �Burle Industries, 40 mm diameter� and further
mapped by Phospher Screen �Burle Industries, P20�. The TE-

cooling charge coupled device �CCD� detector �Andor,
DU934N-BV� is used to record the images, which reflect the
velocity radial and angular distribution of ions. For
TPEPICO imaging experiment, a pulsed high voltage of
1800 V is applied to the front surface of MCP detector as a
mass gate in Fig. 2�a�, whose duration can be varied from
50 ns to dc depending on the arrival time of ions.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Threshold photoelectron spectra of xenon
and argon

There are many high-n Rydberg states above the IEs of
xenon and argon, which converge to the 2P1/2 state of
cations.21,22,31 These Rydberg states will undergo autoioniz-
ation to the 2P3/2 ground ionic state and produce energetic
electrons. As mentioned above, the true threshold photoelec-
trons are often contaminated by energetic electrons, so that
suppressing the contamination is an important factor of a
threshold photoelectron spectrometer. Here, Xe and Ar atoms
are used as benchmarks to test the present apparatus, and
their TPES are recorded to get the energy resolution of
threshold electron.

In Fig. 3, the TPES of Xe in 12.05–13.52 eV photon
energy range and Ar in 15.72–16.00 eV are presented, where
the spectral scan step is 2 meV. For comparison, the photo-
ionization efficiency �PIE� curves of Xe and Ar are shown as
well in Fig. 3. It should be noted that these TPES are ob-
tained directly without any subtraction. As shown in Fig.
3�a�, there are few electron counts �almost equal to zero�
between the 2P3/2 and 2P1/2 peaks in the TPES of Xe, indi-
cating that almost all energetic electrons have been dispersed
and blocked by the 1 mm diameter aperture in front of the
electron detector.

In order to show the suppressing effect for energetic
electrons with low kinetic energies in present spectrometer,
the 12s� Rydberg state of Ar �15.798 eV, just 38 meV above
IE�21,22 is chosen to estimate the suppression ratio. As shown
in Fig. 3�b�, the 15.763 and 15.798 eV peaks are of nearly
equal intensity in the PIE curve, while their relative intensi-
ties in the TPES change significantly with a ratio of 1:0.06.
Furthermore, the hot electrons with energies of around 50
meV are suppressed to about 2%, as indicated in Fig. 3�b�,
which is consistent with the simulation in Table I. Therefore,
the suppression of energetic electrons in present spectrom-
eter is acceptable.

The TPES energy resolution with present apparatus is
obtained from Fig. 3�b�. The 11s� Rydberg state of Ar atom
locates just 3 meV above the 2P3/2 ionic state, and its auto-
ionization produces 3 meV hot electron. Unfortunately, this
hot electron cannot be discriminated in present TPES due to
the energy resolution. We use the width of the 2P1/2 ionic
state to illustrate our TPES energy resolution, since the pro-
file of 2P3/2 state is potentially modulated by the nearby Ry-
dberg states.4 The measured energy resolution is 9 meV from
Fig. 3�b� which is larger than the resolution of light source
�6 meV�, indicating that the instrument function is also an
important factor for the electron energy resolution in present
experiments.
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B. Mass spectrum of xenon in TPEPICO experiment

Mass resolving power is one of the most important pa-
rameters of a mass spectrometer. We measured the resolving
power with the mass spectrum of xenon isotopes. When fix-
ing the photon energy at the IE position of Xe, 12.130 eV, we
recorded the TPEPICO mass spectrum of Xe+, as shown in
Fig. 4. All of nine isotopes of Xe are clearly observed with
intensities of their nature abundance, and the S/N ratio for
132Xe+ is about 200. The mass resolving power of M /�M is
measured to be above 900, which is high enough to match
our designs. As we know, in velocity imaging experiments
�especially the time-sliced imaging�, the fragment ion clouds
generally spread along the TOF axis. Therefore, the mass
resolving power for ions with kinetic energies will decrease.
We have calculated the change of mass resolution for the
fragmentation of ethanol ion �C2H5OH+� using the Simion
program. Even for fragment ion C2H5O+ with total released
kinetic energy of 1.8 eV, the result still shows a satisfied
mass resolution to distinguish M-1 fragment in the TOF mass
spectrum. It means that this spectrometer operated under ve-
locity imaging conditions still has a sufficient mass resolving
power.

When recording the intensity of a mass-selected ion and
scanning the VUV photon energy, a mass-selected TPEPICO
spectrum can be acquired. This spectrum should be the same
as TPES, if gas sample is pure and does not dissociate. For
instance, both structures of the TPES and TPEPICO spec-
trum of Ar in 15.75–16.10 eV energy range are almost iden-
tical, from which the coincidence rate can be obtained and
collection efficiency of ions can be derived. In our experi-
ment, the counting rate E of threshold photoelectrons of Ar at
15.760 eV is 313 counts/s, and the coincidence rate C in
TPEPICO spectrum is 194 counts/s, thus the collection effi-
ciency of Ar+ is determined to be 62% from C /E.13

If there are more than one ion species, the mass-selected
TPEPICO spectrum will be very useful to identify contribu-
tors of each resonance bands in TPES. Therefore, this work-
ing mode is very suitable and powerful for investigating DPI
dynamics of molecules and/or analyzing of a mixture
sample. We have performed a series of benchmark experi-
ments for mixture samples, such as Ar/Xe/Ne �1:1:18� mix-
ture gas. For instance, all resonance bands corresponding to
Ar and Xe have been observed in the TPES of the Ar/Xe/Ne
mixture gas. When the photon energy is above the IEs of Xe
and Ar, both Xe+ and Ar+ exist simultaneously. If the mass
gates are chosen for detecting Xe+ or Ar+, the mass-selected
TPEPICO spectra are recorded individually and consistent
with the TPES of pure Xe or Ar gases, respectively. The
details of these experiments will be analyzed and discussed
in a future article.

C. Imaging of argon ions in TPEPICO experiment

As a VMI apparatus with the perpendicular geometry of
TOF axis to MB, the focusing power of ions needs to be
checked. As described above, when the selected ions reach
the detector, a pulsed high voltage is applied on MCPs as a
mass gate, and the ion velocity images are recorded by the
CCD camera.

Photoionization of Ar is chosen as a benchmark to evalu-
ate the velocity focusing power and estimate the translational
temperature of MB. The TPEPICO image of Ar+ is recorded
at the IE position of Ar �15.760 eV�, and presented in Fig. 5.

FIG. 3. �Color online� TPES �in blue solid� and PIE �in black dot� curves of xenon and argon. �a� TPES and PIE curve of Xe in 12.05–13.52 eV range; �b�
TPES and PIE curve of Ar in 15.72–16.00 eV range.

FIG. 4. TOF spectrum of xenon isotopes measured in coincidence with
threshold electrons at the IE position of 12.130 eV.
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The MB flows along the x-axis from right to left, and the
VUV light propagates along the y-axis. For this configura-
tion, the FWHMs along the x-axis and y-axis of image in
Fig. 5 reflect the velocity focusing power. It can be clearly
seen that the recorded image is not at the center of CCD. The
displacement corresponds to flow downstream distance of
ions with a certain speed along x-axis. With this position
offset and the Ar+ flight time, the center-of-mass �CM� ve-
locity of MB is calculated to be about 766 m s−1. Due to
velocity distribution along the direction of MB, the spatial
resolution in the x-axis direction is limited in some
extent.33,44 In Fig. 5�a�, the ion image along the x-axis shows
a FWHM of 13 pixels, which corresponds to 0.507 mm
width on the MCP surface. A Guassian fit with the Boltz-
mann velocity distribution44,45 indicates that the MB parallel
translational temperature is about 10 K, which is close to that
of a typical supersonic beam. In other words, this FWHM
along the direction of MB is difficult to be eliminated in a
TOF mass spectrometer with perpendicular geometry.33,44

As shown in Fig. 5�b�, the width of ion image along the
y-axis is much narrower than that along the direction of MB.
The FWHM of image perpendicular to MB is only five pix-
els, which corresponds to 0.195 mm width on the MCP sur-
face. Indeed, it is very close to the size that expected in the
Simion simulation, 0.16 mm on detector surface. Thus, the
narrow velocity distribution perpendicular to the direction of
MB means a satisfied focusing power of VMI and very lim-
ited expansion of MB downstream the nozzle due to the
skimmer.

In principle, reducing the size of photoionization region
can improve the spatial resolution of ion imaging. However,

in present spectrometer, the photoionization region is of
about 1�3�4 mm3 as mentioned above and difficult to be
further reduced. Although the region is much bigger than that
in pulsed laser photoionization experiments, the spatial res-
olution of present velocity imaging still seems to be satisfied.

D. TPEPICO imaging investigation on DPI of O2

A major aim of present spectrometer is to investigate
DPI dynamics of molecules, especially for the higher energy
states above dissociation limits of ions. In this case, usually
more than one product channels are open and the mass-
selected TPEPICO spectroscopy is suitable to detect every
fragment ions as described above. In order to obtain whole
information of DPI dynamics, the branch ratios, kinetic, and
internal energy distributions of fragment ions are necessary
to measure exactly. Thus, the VMI of ions seems to be the
most suitable tool for our aim as it can provide better mo-
mentum resolution and angular distribution. As a benchmark,
we have accomplished a mass-selected TPEPICO imaging
experiment to investigate the DPI of oxygen molecule.

A continuous MB of the O2 /Ne �1:20� mixture gas is
generated by supersonic jet with a backing pressure of 1.5
�105 Pa. The measured TPES of O2 molecule is presented
in Fig. 6, where two vibronic progresses are identified and
correspond respectively to vibrational excitations of the
b 4�g

− and B 2�g
− states of O2

+. These two resonance
progresses have been studied extensively and assigned defi-
nitely before.46–50 The lower vibronic states �v=0–3� of the
b 4�g

− state of O2
+ are bounding, while the B 2�g

− �v=0–3�
states are fully predissociative to produce fragments of

FIG. 5. �Color online� TPEPICO velocity imaging of Ar at the IE position of 15.760 eV with extraction field of 15 V cm−1. Stagnation pressure of Ar/Ne
mixture �1:20� is 1.2�105 Pa. �a� Intensity distribution along the direction of MB �x-axis�; �b� Intensity distribution along the y-axis direction.
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O+�4S0� and O�3P�, as the dissociation limit of O+�4S0� and
O�3P� is of 18.733 eV from the neutral O2 molecule.48,49

To measure the O+ image from DPI process of O2, the
basic working mode is the same as that in imaging of Ar+

described in Sec. III C. The VUV photon energy is fixed at
20.298 eV, which is corresponding to resonance wavelength
of the B 2�g

− �v=0� state of O2
+, and the TPEPICO image of

O+ with KER of 0.783eV is recorded subsequently and ex-
hibited in Fig. 7.48–50 The MB flows along the x-axis, and the
polarization of photons is along this direction as well. With
the CM speed of MB along x-axis, the center of image lo-
cates at the downstream somewhere related with the ion
TOF. At the extraction field of 15 V cm−1, the flight time of
O+ fragment packet with the 0.783 eV kinetic energy spreads
about 800 ns, so that a wide mass gate of over 800 ns is

needed to collect all ions for constructing a two-dimensional
�2D� image. The 3D ion velocity distribution can be acquired
from inverse Abel transformation of the 2D raw image.33–35

However, when a mass gate is utilized to select ions, the
wider the mass gate is, the more false coincidence events are
involved. In present experiments, the false coincidence
events coming from energetic electrons are not fully sup-
pressed and construct a nonzero background in the TPEPICO
mass spectrum, which is mainly contributed from parent O2

+

without kinetic energy. Therefore, it is difficult to get a 3D
velocity distribution of O+ from inverse Abel transformation
of the image. In order to overcome this problem, the time-
sliced imaging technique51–56 is applied to acquire the 3D
velocity distribution of ions directly. Because of no inverse
Abel transformation needed, the higher kinetic energy reso-
lution and the better S/N ratio are expected.51–56 A typical
sliced O+ image in Fig. 7 is recorded with a mass gate of
60 ns, where the image has been accumulated for almost 4 h
in experiments. In the y-axis direction, velocity resolving
power �V /V of O+ fragment is 1.2% as the FWHM of five
pixels divided by radius of 419 pixels, and the corresponding
kinetic energy resolving power �E /E is of double �V /V and
better than 3%, which is slightly above the simulated result
�2.5%� and close to that of sliced imaging with pulsed
lasers.55,56

An outer ring with diameter of 838 pixels and a bright
spot close to center are observed in Fig. 7, and both are
slightly excentric. In the photoexcitation of an oxygen mol-
ecule at 20.298 eV, there are two possible ionization path-
ways, one is to produce an energetic electron and O2

+ of
almost zero kinetic energy, and the other is undergoing a DPI
process to produce O+�4S0� and O�3P� fragments with a
threshold electron. Thus, the O+ as the major spectral carrier
of the mass-selected TPEPICO spectrum contributes to the
outer ring, while the O2

+ from the first ionization pathway
composes the false coincidence signals in experiment and
contributes the bright spot. It means that the different carrier
ions for the bright spot and the outer ring lead to the excen-
tric image in Fig. 7. The bright spot from the O2

+ seems very
similar to the TPEPICO image of Ar+ in Fig. 5. Although
both O+ and O2

+ ions have the same CM velocity, the arrival
times of O+ and O2

+ are absolutely different. The O2
+ needs

more time to reach the detector, so that its image center is far
downstream from the center of CCD, compared with that of
O+. Through distances of the bright spot and the center of
outer ring from the center of CCD, the CM speed can be
calculated to be about 960 m s−1 using the TOFs of O+

�8.194 �s� and O2
+ �11.587 �s�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Here, we present a novel TPEPICO imaging spectrom-
eter at the U14-A beamline of the Hefei National Synchro-
tron Radiation Laboratory. In this spectrometer, VMI has
been designed for both electrons and ions, in which a repel-
ling electric field using an extra lens is used for magnifying
electron images instead of traditional accelerating optics. As
a result, contribution of the false coincidence from energetic

FIG. 6. TPES of O2 molecule in 18.0–21.2 eV energy range measured with
extraction field of 15 V cm−1.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Time-sliced image of O+ measured in TPEPICO
mode at 20.298 eV with extraction field of 15 V cm−1, where a 60 ns mass
gate is used. The center bright spot corresponds to the false coincidence
image of parent O2

+, and the outer ring reflects the velocity spatial and
angular distributions of O+ from the dissociation O2

+�B 2�g
−�→O+�4S0�

+O�3P�.
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electrons has been suppressed efficiently, and thus the energy
resolution of TPES has been increased significantly.

As indicated by experiments with Ar, Xe, and O2 mol-
ecules, the present apparatus has been confirmed to work
steadily and properly. This apparatus has three specific func-
tions for future studies on the photoionization and DPI of gas
molecules and clusters:

�a� TPES of molecules can be measured conveniently.
Since the energetic electrons are dispersed by the re-
pelling field and blocked by the aperture before detec-
tor, almost only threshold electrons are detected. As
simulated with Simion program and tested by Ar and
Xe experiments, only 2% “hot” electrons �with kinetic
energy of over 50 meV� exists in TPES with a moder-
ate extraction field of 15 V cm−1. The typical energy
resolution of TPES is measured to be 9 meV. Through
the TPES experiments, the IEs of molecules can be
directly determined, and more information like molecu-
lar structures and vibrational frequencies of cations can
be obtained subsequently, which seems much more
convenient and effective than that of using pulsed
lasers.57–59

�b� TPEPICO spectroscopy of molecules can be recorded.
Threshold electrons are used as the start signals for
measuring the TOFs of ions, and the TPEPICO mass
spectra are measured consequently. The observed mass
resolving power for the spectrometer is above 900 of
M /�M as indicated by the experiments of Xe isotopes.
If the precursors are gas mixtures, the mass-selected
TPEPICO spectra can be recorded with scanning pho-
ton energy and contribution of each component can be
picked up. This function will also be very useful for
investigation of clusters because they are usually gen-
erated with a lot of mass species in MB.

�c� DPI dynamics of molecules can be investigated. When
the apparatus works in coincidence mode and the pho-
ton energy is fixed at an appointed resonance wave-
length of molecule ion, the TPEPICO mass spectrum
can be measured, and then VMI of the mass-selected
fragment ion can be recorded consequently. The veloc-
ity distributions of fragment ions in DPI processes will
be derived accurately from the images. In this mode,
dissociation dynamics of the state-selected ions can be
studied in detail, and the bonding energy of ions will be
obtained. The benchmark experiment of oxygen mol-
ecule at 20.298 eV indicates the kinetic energy reso-
lution of the present TPEPICO imaging spectrometer is
better than 3% of �E /E.
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